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Bleach vs naruto 2. 6 transformations
Block: Press 'S' to block attacks. Drains the character's endurance meter in the process. Grab: Press 'J' or 'U' while right next to your opponent. Jump: Press 'K' once to jump, press 'K' again while in the air to perform a double jump. Transformation: Press 'J' and 'K' simultaneously when the SP meter is full. Not all characters can be transformed. SP Skill: 'I'. Consumer SP. Sprint:
Press 'L'. Consumes the endurance meter. Quick Recovery: Press 'L' the moment your character hits the ground after being knocked down by your opponent. This causes your character to reappear immediately. Silent steps: Press S+ L or W + L. Using both Stamina Meter and SP Meter. It acts as a Combo Cancel and can be performed at any time except when stunned or take
hits. Call assistance: Press 'O'. Consume summoning meter as it summons as pre-selected character to very briefly help your character in battle. Combo Breaker: Press 'O' while your character is hit by your opponent. It is the intention is to cancel and escape the combination being applied 7 character. Using all the character's stamina plus a little SP. Now that we got the basics out
of the way, let's dive deeper. In Bleach vs Naruto, the Sprint/Dash cover is performed by pressing the L key. As a result, the character travels some distance at high speed on the ground and even in the air. The distance travelled, as well as the speed of the sprint vary greatly between the characters. The sprint is very important in the game because it allows you: - Avoid attacks, quickly close the distance on your opponent, and - expand combinations. Avoid attack: Sprint is great for dodging attacks even when in the air. It is the second best elusive option: the first is Quiet Step, and the second is running, jumping, teleporting, etc. There are 3 scenarios in which Sprint can be implemented as a means of escape. - First is from standing or running position. Others are from an airborne position. - The third is a situation where Sprint is performed as part of a combination. Say that an opponent avoids or escapes your combo, and one of the possible next moves in the combination you currently perform happened to be Sprint, you can press 'L' to escape to a safe distance without skipping a stroke. Utilize an opening: When you see an
opening, immediately use Sprint to get close to your opponent and then attack. In the case where you shock your opponent and they accidentally shift a significant distance away, a quiet step immediately followed by a Sprint is the best way to close the distance. It is important to know that there is a fractional second of vulnerability at the end of each Sprint. You see, when a
character sprints; traveling from point A to point B, there is a very short period between the moment they reach point B and the moment they can perform any other action. This very short is the moment of vulnerability vulnerability If you were to beat your opponent the moment they get to point B, the attack will be almost impossible to react to in time. Combination extension: Some
characters in the game expand their combinations using Sprint 'L' among other ways like Jumping 'K' and Quiet Step. It usually involves knocking your opponent a little away, immediately sprinting over, and then repeating the whole thing (Combo Loops). This cycle can continue until your opponent escapes, or in rare cases it can be performed indefinitely: that's what we call a
Cheat/Infinite Combo. To perform a combo breaker in Bleach vs Naruto, press 'O' while your character is hit. This move uses a little SP, plus all the stamina. In the version 3.4 update of the game, a new mechanic was added. That's what I like to call Super Armor Aura or Stoic Aura. This aura envelops the character during key moments, giving them temporary invincibility as they
do not take any harm, nor do they waver from the hits they receive while in that state. There are two types: The first white aura is triggered when a character performs a specific attack or Skill. Each character has their own aura permeated attacks (s) that enable them to drift through their opponent's attack to beat them. That said; This is weaker by the two aura types because not
only is it active for a very short time (just under 1 second on average), it can only take a handful of hits before it rejects, plus it can't tank any special skills even if it was 1 hit. The second aura type, Golden Aura, is triggered in two different cases: - When a character performs most specials except midair, and - When Bleach characters perform a Combo Breaker. It is better than its
white counterpart because not only is it active for a handful of seconds, it can take an unlimited number of hits even from Special Skills before it rejects and still gets no harm. The only weakness is the fact that the hits one receives in this state still drain one's endurance, plus add to the fact that using a Combo Breaker depletions all the stamina, it is more than possible to break an
opponent's guard while in this supposedly invincible state. Two types of Combo-breakers can be found in the game. They are: - Substitution Jutsu: This is carried out exclusively by Naruto Shippuden characters. It causes the character to disappear and then appear some distance away. - Reiatsu Explosion: This is carried out exclusively by the Bleach figures and Kenshin Himura.
Substitution Jutsu Combo-Breaker gives you the opportunity to turn the tables on your opponent after you reappear behind them. Keep in mind that when a character uses Combo-Breaker, it uses all its stamina. This means that by attacking the opponent immediately after they perform this move, they will be stunned regardless of whether they blocked the battle or not. This applies
to when working works Bleach characters using the Reiatsu Explosion Combo Breaker. Their persistence is still drained in the end, so immediate retaliation with strong multi-strike attacks can break their guard and shock them. They will still be unharmed until their aura disappears anyway, but that's fine, as long as they fail to hurry you in that state and you have plenty of time to
create some distance. Quiet Step is Deus Ex Machina by Bleach vs Naruto. It is performed by pressing W+L or S+L. It causes you to move on, back, up or down a short distance while stopping or lowering the time. It's basically Sprint on physics-defying alien steroids. Quiet Step consumes both SP and Stamina and thus makes it the second most expensive feature of the game.
Tied for first place in Transformation, and S+ I SP skill; both with consuming all 3 bars of SP. Quiet Step allows one to dodge attacks and escape almost any dangerous situation you can find yourself in, but be sure not to spam it because if your Stamina Meter hits zero, you can not: - Use Silent Steps, - Sprint, - Combo Breaker, or even - Block. Basically if you over use it you will
leave yourself vulnerable and unable to either escape or defend yourself. You could say it's a Machete when used sparingly, but a double-edged sword when overused. If an opponent blocks your attack, use Silent Steps to get behind them and immediately strike. Good two-way blocker was removed in the version 3.0 rebuild of Bleach vs Naruto. You can perform Combo Cancels
using Quiet Step which will extend your combinations to what I call Advanced Combos, and in rare cases, to Cheat/Infinite Combos; thus allow you to deal with enormous amounts of damage. It is recommended that you use Quiet Step immediately after your amazing opponent, so that you can capitalize on the opening. Quick Recovery is performed by pressing 'L' the moment
your character hits the ground after being knocked down by your opponent. This causes your character to get back to your feet immediately. But this will not work 100% of the time due to version 3.0 revamp of Bleach vs Naruto. In this renewal, some Knockdown blows delivered by characters there made more brutal than others and would end up slamming your opponent to the
ground so hard that a crater would be created. Other Knockdown blows there more easily, thus allowing the use of Quick Recovery of the character at the receiving end of the battle. Some quick recovery tips: I recommend that you perform quick recovery every time you get the opportunity. This ensures that you have as many chances to turn the tables on the match as possible.
Some character's Quick Recovery moves are also an attack, so be ready to capitalize on your stunned opponent when quick recovery attack connects. When fighting a Bleach shape if is an explosion that knocks you down, you must be aware that their becomes zero for a very short time frame. Using Quick Recovery you ensure that you are ready to take the great opportunity a
quickly beat your opponent and shock them. If after your opponent knocks you down, it continues to press you, ends up right next to where you would land, and strikes you the moment you reappear after performing Quick Recovery, then I would suggest you refrain from using Quick Recovery in that scenario; but rarely. Quick Recovery immediately followed by Quiet Step (S+L or
W+L) is a great way to catch your opponent by surprise, especially when they are right next to where to land. Quick Recovery immediately followed by - Teleportation, or - a Sprint followed by Teleportation is also an excellent idea. And if Teleport Attack gets blocked, just use Quiet Step (S+L or W+L) to either get away or get behind your opponent. Bleach vs Naruto guide to
transformation: How to transform, all character transformations, and some transformation tips. How to transform: To transform, press 'J' and 'K' at the same time when the SP meter is full. That's right, it uses 3 bars of SP. All character transformations: All bleach vs Naruto 3.1 characters that can be transformed are as follows: Bleach: - Ichigo (Start of Series) &gt; Hollow Ichigo
(Shikai) - Hollow Ichigo (Shikai) &gt; Hollow Ichigo (Bankai) - Ichigo (Shikai) &gt;chigo (Bankai) - Ichigo (Bankai) &gt; Ichigo (Hollow Mask) - Byakuya (Shikai) &gt; Byakuya (Bankai) - Toshiro (Shikai) &gt; Toshiro (Bankai) - Rukia (Gigai/School Uniform) &gt; rukia (shikai) - ulquiorra (base) &gt; ulquiorra (first release) naruto shippuden: - naruto (base) &gt; naruto (1 tail kyuubi
mode) - naruto (1 tail kyuubi mode) &gt; naruto (4 tail Kyuubi Mode) - Naruto (Sage Mode) &gt; Naruto (KCM) - Sasuke (Hebi) &gt; Sasuke (Curse Mark) - Rock Lee (Base) &gt; Rock Lee (Inner Porter) Other: - Kenshin (Base) &gt; Kenshin (Blue). Transformation Tip: I know it's a no-brainer to transform from a safe distance away, so you have enough time to either mount an
attack, or just don't get clobbered, but using what I like to call Transformation Combos serves this purpose while looking cool. There are 3 effective transformation combinations: - One involves knocking down your opponent before you transform. - Another involves knocking your opponent in the air, transforming, and then filling in the combination with the new shape (a cooler
option, no?). - The third involves performing a J Grapple, transforming, then beating your still stunned opponent with your new form. Here are my favorite examples: - Any character: Any combination, and then transform. - Any character: 'J' Grapple, transformed, then combo. - Naruto (Sage Mode &gt; KCM): JJJU W + J, transform, S + U - Naruto Kyuubi Mode (1 Tail &gt; 4 Tails):
JJJJ W U W + U, transform, S + U Teleportation is when a character disappears and then appears again on another usually right next to the opponent. Most characters in Bleach vs Naruto can teleport. Teleportation movement: All characters that Teleport displays a movement. Teleportation Gesture as I like to call it. It is the action/actions a character performs just before they
disappear. It includes subtle body movements and/or sound. An example is Neji doing hand signs to activate his Byakugan. The duration of movement varies between characters and can vary from almost instantaneously to just under a second. But in all cases, immediately after the movement is performed by the opponent, it disappears, and then the camera quickly pans toward
the direction of the character and centers on it at the exact same time the opponent reappears. That everything happens in a fraction of a second, and it's the last sign of the incoming teleportation attack you can feel and react to before it's too late. Getting acquainted with the Teleportation Gesture of the characters in the game will give you an advantage in battle as it will enable
you to see through their attacks so that you can handle the incoming battle how you consider fit. An opponent who can perform teleportation: When you fight an opponent like Teleports, your options are to either: - Run away, - Skip, - Sprint away, - Block, or - Counter battle with a move best suited for that situation. Moves that best suit Counter Teleportation include: - A
teleportation move of your own, - A SP Skill ('I', S + I, W + I), - Any appropriate Attack ('J') or Skill ('U') move, - A summons ('O'), - A Combo Breaker ('O') the moment your character is hit, and - Quiet Step (S + L or W+L). If you decide to use Quiet Step to counter teleportation, my recommendations will include: - Press S+L to Silent Steps Behind Your Opponent just Before they
beat you. - By pressing W+ L to Set Step Up in the Air, followed by an attack of your choice, just before your opponent beats you. It is worth adding that and the opponent whose teleport attack fails to hit you will be vulnerable for a very short time. Take advantage of these opportunities by sprinting (L) and/or using Quiet Step (S+L or W+L) to close the distance on your opponent as
quickly as possible before they can do anything. Not all teleportation attacks are the same. If your character has a better one, with the right timing you can only counter your opponent with your own. But only IF. Teleportation Best Practices: - Teleports from short but safe distance so that your opponent can not interfere. - Teleport immediately after sprinting past or away from your
opponent. This tends to throw them off and has a great chance of success, especially when using a character with an almost instant teleportation gesture duration (TGD). - Combo in a teleportation Move when you are a decent distance from your opponent. This has a tendency to throw off your opponent, and if you are close enough, they will try to attack, which will leave them
wide open to Teleport Attack. Best example is Sasuke Hebi: JJU. - As insurance, have at least 1 bar in the SP Meter available at any given time, so you can use Quiet Step either to escape or to get behind your opponent if they happen to block teleport attack. - You can also use Quiet Step to cancel a Teleport Attack that tends to knock down your opponent before knockdown
blow. This is a great way to catch your opponent and perform a combination from there. When you should use teleportation: Note that some of these suggestions may overlap and/or do one after the other. You should teleport: - From a safe but short distance away, - When your opponent is in the air, - Immediately after your opponent uses Combo-Breaker, - Immediately after
dodging an opponent's attack, - When your opponent tries to snipe you with a long varied attack, - Immediately after performing a quick recovery. More useful teleportation tips: - Facing away or against your opponent is an important factor with Teleportation moves where you reappear on either side of your opponent. If you reappear in front of your opponent, chances are you'll get
hit before you can do anything. - Performing a summons just before performing teleportation can cause interference in the form of a distraction, and increase your chances of scoring a clean hit, especially in cases where your opponent is on duty. Teleportation Types in the Game: According to my observations there are 3 teleportation types in the game. They are Single Move
Type, 2-Moves Type and Combo Starter. Single Move Type teleportation is one that consists of just one move that deals with a Knockdown Blow to your opponent. Examples of (version 3.1) characters that have this type of teleportation are: - Ulquiorra (Base) - Jiraiya - Sasuke (Hebi) - Sasuke (EMS) - Itachi - Uryu The 2-Moves Type Teleportation is one in which the first move is
followed up by another feature; the latter who knocks down the opponent. The second move either happens automatically or is performed deliberately by the player. Examples of (version 3.1) characters that have this type of teleportation are: - Ichigo (Hollow Mask) - M - Hollow Ichigo (Bankai) - A - Naruto (KCM) - M - Sas Week (Hebi) - A - Kakashi* [3 covers instead of 2] - A Pain - M - Byakuya (Bankai) - M - Kenshin (Blue) - M A = automatic M = Manual. Combo Starter Type teleportation is one where one can transition from the first move to an actual combination. Examples of (version 3.1) characters that have this type of teleportation are: - Naruto (Sage Mode) - Neji - Rock Lee (Base) - Kenpachi - Aizen Teleportation Strategy: Thinking 3 Moves
Ahead: After performing teleportation, one of two will happen: - Success (A clean hit), or - Error (Missed or Blocked). Here are some actions you can take in both scenarios. Success: If you handle a clean hit, plus - (Single Move Type): Don't do anything extra, and let the transition to knockdown your opponent. - (2-Move Type): Either perform the follow-up move to your
Knockdown opponent, or perform Silent steps right before Knockdown Blow to cancel the combination and start a new one. - (Combo Starter Type): Take no additional action, and just combo away. Error: If you miss or get blocked - Perform Sprint or Skip if either is the next feasible move, then escape that situation. But if neither Sprint nor Jump would work, use Silent Steps
instead. In Bleach vs Naruto there are 4 meters: HP Meter, SP Meter, Summons Meter and Stamina Meter. This will be an introduction with some tips and tricks of these meters. HP METER HP stands for Health Point. This meter represents how much health a character has. It depleates every time a character gets hurt, and when it hits zero, loses said character. SP METER SP
Meter stands for Special Meter. It is consumed when the player performs: - SP Skill: 'I', S + I, W + I, K + I - Quiet Step: S + L or W + L - Combo Breaker: 'O' while being hit by an opponent. Was introduced in the version 3.0 version of Bleach vs Naruto. It acts as a limiter of sorts, and is depleted when the player: - performs a Sprint, - performs a silent step, - Successfully blocks
attack, and - Performs a Combo-Breaker. When a character's endurance is depleted to NEAR zero (turns from blue to red), the affected character cannot: - Sprint, - Perform a Combo-Breaker, or - Perform a silent step even with enough SP. If your figure hits while the endurance meter is at critical level (red), the stroke will shock it even if it is blocked. Performing a Combo Breaker
will clear the endurance meter to a critical level (red), so when your opponent does this make sure to immediately attack them before their Endurance fills itself enough to change color from red to blue, so as to shock your opponent and make them helpless. My recommended tactic is Quiet Step followed by: - Running or Sprinting to the opponent then attacking, - a teleportation
Move, - a suitable SP Skill, or - any appropriate (Attack 'J' or Skill 'U') Move. Not everyone moves when blocked drain the same amount of endurance. Some moves are able to beat endurance to critical level (red) with a single stroke (Heavy Blow). A great strategy is to follow up immediately with another attack that will result in your opponent being stunned. My recommended
tactic is Heavy Blow followed by Quiet Step, and then: - Running or sprinting to the opponent then attacking, - a teleportation Move, - a suitable SP Skill, or - any appropriate Attack 'J' or Skill 'U' Remember: Heavy Blow &gt; Quiet Step &gt; Attack. Do not spam sprint 'L' key: you will drain your stamina at a short time. Save it for more important situations, so you have enough
stamina to spare when you're in a pinch. SUMMONING METER Was also introduced in the version 3.0 conversion of Bleach vs Naruto. In earlier versions, it depleted some SP instead. Press 'O' to summon a character who will carry out his attack. This will consume the entire meter, which will fill itself after a fixed period of time. Summoned characters perform one, or a
combination of the following: - Knockdown blow (Most). - Fantastic blow (some). - Healing (Inoue and Tsunade). - Mana drain (Kon only). Some Summon Tips: Summons are great for creating interference. They can be used to distract your opponent long enough that you can capitalize on any openings created. They can also save you in a pinch like when an opponent tries to
snipe you with a special one. Summons as stun is excellent for catching your opponent, as well as expanding your combinations. Healing notice help you last longer in a battle. Summoning as Drain your opponent's SP (Con) help prevent your opponent from using SP Skills, Combo-Breaker, and Quiet Step as often as they want. Best times to use Summons: - When your opponent
is in the air. - When your opponent tries to snipe your character with a long range attack (SP Skill in particular). - Right after your opponent uses Combo-Breaker. - When your opponent's endurance levels are on, or near critical levels (red). - Right before your stun opponent. This meant performing a summons, then immediately stunning the opponent before the summoned
character strikes. - When the opponent has his back turned. This will involve performing a Summons, so immediately Sprinting pass your opponent as you drive away. As a result, the summoned character beats the opponent from behind while unattended. BLEACH VS NARUTO TIPS KNOCKDOWN TIPS Here I'll give you my personal Bleach vs Naruto Tips on what to do when
you or your opponent get knocked down. WHEN YOUR OPPONENT IS KNOCKED DOWN After you have dealt the knockdown battle, you must immediately chase after your now flying opponent and be close if they land, so you can attack them the moment they come up again. Do not get too close just in case they use Quick Recovery and attack you first. For those who don't
know, you can press 'L' the moment you hit the ground after being knocked down to perform what's called Quick Recovery which causes your character to come up again immediately. However, please note that this will not work if your character took a strong Knockdown Blow. If your opponent uses Quick Recovery, no special measures must be taken, except to keep a short
distance before your opponent lands just to be safe. However, if the opponent does not Recovery and is instead slammed to the ground and has to stand up normally, my advice is to beat them the moment they do it. You see, there is a very short period between when the opponent has stood up enough to become hittable again (hit the box reappears after the fall) and when they
can perform any action. You have to hit them in that window. How you do it is up to you. If you time paid the attack badly and your opponent manages to block the attack, here are your options: - Combo into a Sprint 'L' to escape, - Combo into a jump 'K' to escape, - Perform your combo to the end, then immediately use silent steps to get behind your opponent. - etc. When you're
knocked down by your opponent When this happens, I recommend that you try to perform Quick Recovery every single time except: when your opponent is too close to where you land, when you land at the other end of the stage with your opponent right there with you, when your opponent keeps hitting you first when you do, when you don't have a plan for attack when you're up
there. Let's consider the 3 main scenarios where you receive a Knockdown Blow from your opponent. They are: - While your opponent is standing, while your opponent is airborne, and - after Bleach your opponent performs a Combo-Breaker (Reiatsu Blast). 1. While your opponent stands: After delivering Knockdown Blow to you, your opponent will most like chasing after you,
especially if it is A.I. Here are my recommendations on what to do immediately after you have performed a Quick Recovery: - Make a move in which you lunge at your opponent. If this move is blocked, then immediately use silent steps to get behind your opponent. - Perform a teleportation feature. If this move is blocked, then immediately use silent steps to get closer, behind or
away from your opponent. If this move is avoided, use either Sprint 'L', Jump 'K' or Quiet Step to escape to safety among the other options. - Press 'O' to call for help. Depending on the character you summon, it will either cause interference where you can capitalize on an opening, or just knock your opponent flat out. 2. While your opponent is airborne: Here your opponent
delivers Knockdown Blow to you from the air. Here are some of the things you can do right after using Quick Recovery: - Perform a teleportation move, a move where you lunge upwards on your opponent, or other anti-air moves that are sure to beat your opponent. - Just jump and attack your opponent: but only if you have an advantage in the air. Try it against a character like
Aizen, and you'll be slaughtered. - Press 'O' to call for help. The chances of a direct hit are high since an airborne opponent cannot block attacks. 3. After your bleach opponent performs a combo-breaker (Reiatsu Blast): This is a golden opportunity to turn the tables or just back to the combination you performed before you were so rudely interrupted by your opponent's ComboBreaker. The reason is that the use of Combo-Breaker depleates endurance completely; means that if the opponent is hit right away, the guard will crumble and it will be stunned. So what should I do? Immediately after performing Quick Recovery, perform a move in which you: - Lunge on the opponent with a strike, - Fire a projectile, - Teleport, etc. Any move that will beat your
opponent right away will do. HOUDINI COMBO TIPS Harry Houdini was legendary for being an escape artist; And that's why I called these moves after him. Houdini combinations are great for maintaining control of the match by either - don't let your opponent counterattack, or - by making his attempts unsuccessful. If Bleach vs. Naruto had a martial arts, this would be it. I
developed this technique to compensate for situations where I do not have enough SP, Endurance or both to use Quiet Step; allows me to save both meters while I am still hard to hit. A little disclaimer, though: - Some of these techniques I'm about to explain won't work 100% of the time, but will most of the time and can save you in a pinch. - There's going to be some overlap here
and there, so hang on with me. 1. Escape Type: The primary purpose of this type is to escape any dangerous situation that includes: - when your opponent blocks your attacks, - when your opponent has escaped your attack, and - when your opponent performs a teleportation attack or replacement jutsu. Your escape options include: - Comboing into a Sprint, - Comboing into a
jump, and - Comboing into other moves that create distance between you and your opponent. Comboing Into a Sprint: Almost all characters in Bleach vs Naruto have a combination or two where Sprint 'L' is one of the moves; remember looping combinations? Some version 3.1 examples are: - Deidara: JJL, JJJL or JJ W + J L. - Rock Lee (Base): JJJL or JJJUL. - Rock Lee (Inner
Port): UJL. - Ichigo (Shikai): JJJL. - Ichigo (Bankai): JJJL. - Ichigo (Hollow Mask): JJJJJL. - Hul Ichigo (Shikai): JJJL. - Hollow Ichigo (Bankai): JJJL. - Naruto (Sage Mode): JJJJL. - Naruto (Base): JJJJL or JJ W + J L. - Naruto (1 tail): JJJJL. - Sasuke (Curse Mark): JJUL or S + J L. - Aizen: JJJL. - Toshiro (Bankai): JJJL. - Byakuya (Shikai): JJJL. Comboing Into a Jump: Almost all
characters in Bleach vs Naruto have a combination or two where Jump 'K' is one of the moves. I recommend you jump again, Sprint, or both when you're in the air just to be safe. Some version 3.1 examples are: - Deidara: JJJ S + J K or JJ W + J S + J K. - It's JJJJK. - Jjjk. - Rock Lee (Base): JJJUK. - Karin: JJ W + J K or JJJ W + J K. - Rukia (Shikai): JJ S + J K or JJJ S + J K. Kenpachi: JJ W + J JK. - Gin: JJJJK. - - JJ W +J K. - Naruto (Sage Mode): JJJUK or JJJ W + J K. - Ulquiorra (Base) JJ W + J K. Comboing into Any Other Move That Creates Distance Between You and Your Opponent: You are have to be creative here. Lucky almost every move that falls under this category are the ones that send your character: - out into the air, or - past your
opponent by lunging forward. I recommend you jump, sprint, or both immediately afterwards to be safe. Some version 3.1 examples are: - Rock Lee (Base): JJJ W + U. - Rock Lee (Inner Ports): JJJJ W + U. - Naruto (Base): JJJJ W + U or JJ W + J W + U. - Orochimaru: JJJJ W + U. - Kenpachi: JJJ W + U, JJJU or JJ W + J U. - Rukia (Gigai): JJ W +J. - Rukia (Shikai): JJ S + J K or
JJJ S + J K. - Ulquiorra (resurrection): JJ W + J or JJJJ W + U. - Ichigo (Bankai): JJJ W + U or JJ W + J. JJJJ W+J. - Ichigo (Hollow mask): JJJJ W+J. - Hollow Ichigo (Bankai): JJJJ W + U or JJ W + J W + U+ U. 2. Follow-up type: This type is where you just combo your way through all dangerous situations. They are what I like to call the Brute Force method, and the Trick Shot
method. The Brute Force method is best used against an opponent who blocks. It involves hitting the opponent with moves after move to their guard switch, that is, Endurance completely depleted. Worse case scenario: if on, or towards the end of the attack your opponent's guard is still up, - either use the extra SP you just got to Quiet Step behind them, or - just combo into the
nearest Sprint 'L' or Jump 'K' and create some distance (Escape type). I recommend that you use the longest combination your character can offer, and also in your leisure test to see off an additional move can be performed right after the combination has ended. Examples are (version 3.1): - Kakashi: JJ S+J U [W+J *after combination ends*]. - Itachi: JJJ S + U W + U W + U [
JUU * after combo ends *] Trick Shot method is best used against an opponent who is about to counter you in any way by: - perform a Replacement Jutsu, or - dodging your movement /combo, or - perform a teleportation attack. It involves responding to these dangerous situations with, in most cases, the very next move in the combination you just performed: beat your opponent
before you get hit yourself. This makes it very difficult and very risky. Situations in which this technique can be used are quite rare, requiring a second reaction to pull off evenly. You do not plan for situations like these, but just knowing that they exist has just given you a slight advantage. This tactic can save you when no other way to escape or counterattack is available; make it
your very last line of defense. Here are two missions to help you: 1. For Escape types, test your character to see if it can come in: - a Sprint 'L', - a Jump 'K', - a move that sends your character in or - a feature in which you draw the lung lungs 2. For Brute Force types, test your character to see if more moves can be performed after a combination is over. You can do this by testing
each move immediately after a combination ends. MOMENTS WHEN YOUR OPPONENT IS MOST VULNERABLE Allow me to list situations where your opponent is most vulnerable and make recommendations on how to go about exploiting them. 1. When in the air: While and your opponent are airborne, it cannot block attacks. It can still Sprint, Jump again, use Quiet Step,
antenna SP Skill, or its usual attacks, but it doesn't help its vulnerability too much. 2. Right after missing you: If you manage to dodge an attack by your opponent, they will be wide open for a very short time. Your job is to come to them immediately and beat them before they can recover. 3. While blocking: Blocking is anything but useless in Bleach vs Naruto. There are three main
ways to exploit a blocking opponent: - Keep hitting your opponent with your combo until it is Stamina depleted completely and gets stunned. - Just grab your opponent. An excellent idea since a grip can not be blocked. Just go straight up to your opponent and press 'J' or 'U'. - Use Quiet steps to get behind your opponent and attack from there. 4. After using Combo-Breaker:
Combo-Breakers are used to cancel a combination that is applied by an enemy. In Bleach vs Naruto, the Bleach character beats your opponent away with a Reiatsu Blast, while the Naruto Shippuden characters perform a Substitution Jutsu. Great for defense, however, is an expensive move because it deplete endurance completely for a short time when used; which means that if
it hits immediately, the character will be stunned regardless of whether they block the strike or not. A Bleach opponent who uses Reiatsu Blast as its Combo-Breaker will turn you away. Utilize this scenario by performing a Quick Recovery (Press 'L' the moment your character hits the ground) immediately followed by a one hit move to beat your opponent. You are guaranteed to

shock them if you do this quickly. A Naruto Shippuden opponent who uses Substitution Jutsu as a Combo-Breaker will replace itself with a log as it disappears in the puff of smoke and reappears either behind or in front of your character depending on which direction it was facing before disappearing. You should respond by immediately using Quiet Step (S+L) followed by an attack
you choose: - either by using a one hit move, or - just combo your opponent if close enough. 5. After a sprint: You see, when a character sprints from point A to point B, they are unassailable while in motion and are visible as a blur. But there is a small window between the moment they reach point B, and the moment they can take an action. That's your opening! You must beat
your opponent the moment they reach point B. Before you can set up this scenario, you must be familiar opponent's opponent's Distance because it is different for each character. Next is to create and maintain some distance from the opponent so that if they where to sprint, they should come just within reach. That way, the moment you see your opponent begin their Sprint, you
have already predicted where they are going to come and you will use that time to prepare for the strike. 6. When you try to snipe yourself: If your opponent tries to snipe you with a projectile or energy beam, whether it's a regular move or sp-skill, here are some actions you can take to turn things around: - Teleport: Well ... if your character can and if you can do it quickly enough. If
you get blocked, just use Silent Steps to either get closer or behind your opponent. - Sprint or Quiet Step past the varied attack: A recommended course of action for when your opponent is close. Against a projectile is not a problem, but against a beam, the best option is to jump or quietly go into the air followed by a midair Sprint to get closer to your opponent. - Call help by
pressing 'O' to call a sign, and then immediately press 'S' to block the incoming attack. The summoned character will then beat your opponent, thereby interrupting the attack. Recommended against SP Skills. I also recommend that you summon characters that either teleport, lung forward, or other long-range attacks. Minato, Nemu and Sai are my favorite for this purpose, mostly
because they do not knock down the opponent. 7. After being knocked down: After you knock down your opponent, you should time an attack to beat your opponent the moment they come back up. Options include: - Just performing a combination. - Perform a more hit move that your opponent must block. Your goal with this is either to break their guard by clearing their
Endurance, or forcing them to block, so that you can implement while blocking tips that we have already covered. - Performs a one hit move that reaches blocked by the opponent, depletions almost all of their Endurance. Immediately follow up with Quiet Step, and then use any move of your choice to shock your opponent. - Press 'O' to perform a Summons: either to distract your
opponent while taking advantage of an opening, or to flatten out deal damage. BLEACH VS NARUTO TIP: B.E.C. RULE The B.E.C. The rule is a guide to surviving all dangerous situations in the game. Situations like: - When an opponent uses substitution Jutsu Combo-Breaker to get behind you. - When an opponent teleports to your location. - When an opponent tries to snipe
you with a SP Skill. - When an opponent avoids your attack and then moves in for the counterattack. - When an opponent uses Quiet Steps to get behind you. - Etc. These rules will help you with the best actions to take in a pinch. The B.E.C rule stands for: Block, &amp; Counter. Let's get started. 1ST BLOCK BLOCK is the least effective of the 3 rules. Why so? Because: Endurance meter limits how much punishment a character can take while blocking before the guard breaks. - Your opponent may also decide to grab you instead. Blocking is ineffective against a grip. Despite these weaknesses, the block can still be valuable if used wisely: - Block, then Counter: After blocking a hit or two, careful time a move of your own to counteract. These
moves are usually S+J or S+U since they are safer because they are performed while holding down Block 'S'. - Block, then SP Skill: After blocking a hit or two, carefully time a Special Move to counter. S+ I recommend since it is safer because it is performed while holding down Block 'S'. - Block, then Quiet Step: After blocking a hit or two, use Quiet Step S+L to get behind your
opponent and then attack. - Use Summon, then Block: This is most effective when your opponent tries to snipe you using a SP Skill or a regular move. When you see the attack coming, quickly press 'O' to summon help, then immediately press 'S' to block the attack. If your opponent is within range of the character you summoned, they will be attacked and their moves interrupted.
You should fall back to blocking if the other two BEC rules would be ineffective in a situation. But it is best to avoid such a scenario at all costs. 2. EVADE When it comes to evasion in Bleach vs Naruto you have 4 options: Run, Jump, Sprint and Quiet Step. - Just get out of there! It's not that complicated. Just consider which direction to drive. - Jump: Not as effective as Run, but still
an option. Probably your last if the other options would not work. Remember to press Skip again or Sprint while in the air; just to be safe. - Sprint: Just press 'L' and make yourself button even while in the air. Make sure you don't spam it, because it costs Perseverance, and you have to save it as best you can. - Silent steps: Press S+L or W+L to invoke Bleach vs Naruto Deus Ex
Machina at any time as long as you have enough SP and Endurance. It is the easiest way to escape, but has the highest cost, so do not overuse it if you can help it. Not all Bleach vs Naruto Combinations are made equal - JukiCombo. Wise words indeed. Most moves in the game; particularly flashy as Teleport Moves and others that take time to perform can (with good timing) be
counteracted by another appropriate move. Master the character's movements and the movements of your opponent. Experiment endlessly and discover which of your moves can counteract which of your opponent's. Here are some of your options: - Counter using a SP Skill ('I', S +I, W+I). - Counter uses any of the 6 Attack 'J' and Skill 'U' moves. Teleportation moves especially. Counter using a Combo Breaker 'O' (Substitution Jutsu) and immediately attack before the opponent can recover. - - by calling for help. They are good for causing interference and interrupting the opponent's attack. Great for when you have neither SP nor endurance. BLEACH VS NARUTO COMBOS BLEACH VS NARUTO COMBO TYPES We all know what combinations are,
but here's my own definition: A combination is an injury handling series of moves, commands and/or key combinations that end with your opponent being knocked down. Direction keys (WASD), Attack Key 'J', Skill Key 'U', Sprint Key 'L', Jump Key 'K', Summoning 'O', Quiet Step (S+L and W+L) and SP Skills ('I', S+I and W+I) are the commands relevant to us here.
COMBINATION TYPES 1. Basic combinations: Combinations where the only keys used are the directional keys (WASD) along with the attack key 'J', the skill key 'U', and occasionally Sprint Key 'L' and Jump Key 'K'. Basic combinations are simple, easy to perform and handle as little as possible if damage. 2. Hyper Combinations: Basic combinations ending with a SP Skill 'I', W+
I, or S+ I. Hyper combinations are simple, easy to perform, quite flashy due to SP Skill at the end, and provide more damage than it is Basic Combo counterpart. 3. Advanced combinations: Basic combinations expanded via Combo Cancel using Quiet Step. This allows you to repeat or repeat basic combo several times. Advanced combinations are mildly difficult to perform,
dealing with huge amounts of damage compared to basic combinations and Hyper Combinations. A handful of advanced combinations can be repeated/repeated indefinitely: These are considered cheat/infinite combinations. 4. Cheat/Infinite Combinations: Basic or advanced combinations that can be looped indefinitely. Basically a cheat in combo clothing that will guarantee
victory no matter how much HP your opponent has: limited HP can't hold up to infinite damage. Cheat combinations unlike Basic, Hyper and Advanced Combos cannot be performed by each character; but there are some characters that can perform more than one Cheat Combo. OTHER COMBINATION TYPES 1. Looping Combinations or Combo Loops: Combinations that can
be repeated multiple times. All cheat combinations, all advanced combinations, and some basic combinations fall into this category. 2. Call assisted combinations: Combinations where you press 'O' to perform a summons to either end the combination or expand it. I reckon the best summons is Minato. 3. Wall combinations only: Combinations that can only be performed when
your opponent is pressed towards the other end of the stage. A majority of Cheat Combinations fall into this category. 4. Platform exclusive combinations: Combinations that can only be performed in a stage of platforms. Usually carried out using advanced combinations. HOW TO MAKE A COMBO LIST Here's a Bleach vs Naruto Combo how to create a combination list. I want to
explain the steps I take to create these. Disclaimer: It's a little hard for me to explain clearly, so hang on with me while I try. So let's start from the beginning: You see, I consider a combination a series of moves that conclude when the opponent is beaten beaten Most moves in these games have at least one other feature that can be executed right after that. If not, then it is most
likely the last move in the combination that knocks down the opponent (knockdown move). The trick of creating a combination list tries all possible moves that come after each move you make until you reach the last move of the combination, and then you have created a combination. Let me try to make more sense using an example. ICHIGO KUROSAKI (BANKAI): 3.1 VERSION
I chose this character because of his short combination list and because he undergoes little or no revamp or combo change over the years. I start a generic combination with the 'J' key, which I consider combo starts. I could start with other keys, but they will only be an incomplete version: After pressing 'J', I try all other moves to see which ones work. Only a handful do. JI ends in
a SP Skill that obviously knocks down the opponent, so here we have our first combo. Don't worry about '~' because it's only there for me to keep track of the complete combinations. Now we take the only incomplete combo JJ, and try all other moves again to see which ones work. We have a new complete combination, and two new incomplete ones. We repeat the process for
both incomplete. JJJ W + U ~ JJJ S + U ~ JJJI ~ JJJU JJJL Now we have 4 new complete combinations and 2 incomplete. Let's repeat the process for both incomplete. JJJL [turn and repeat]~ Allow me to explain myself: - For the first combination means [repeat] that you restart from the beginning. The beginning is 'J'. This is how I express combo loops in writing. - The second
combination is much more nuanced. You may decide not to consider it as a generic combination due to turning and repeat instruction added to it. I'd agree with you, but I thought it's important to show you that there are combinations that aren't straightforward. Now, with the absence of any incomplete combo to handle, consider this combo list creation session completed. Now let's
put together what we've discovered and see our work. JI JJ S + I JJ W + J U JJJ W + U JJJ S + U JJJI JJJU [repeat] JJJL [turn and repeat] Done! You can sort the combinations in the Basic Combinations and Hyper Combos tabs to organize them, but you're pretty much done here. This is beginner level stuff. I haven't even talked about making advanced combinations and Cheat
combinations, but there's complexity for another time. You pretty much have to follow the same process, but you need an understanding of what they would entail. Bleach vs Naruto 3.3 Modded Download its basically Bleach vs Naruto 3.3, but with hundreds more characters to play with. This allows some people to consider it a MUGEN, but I don't. Skyrim has many mods, but no
one considers it a MUGEN. This modded version of the game the practical work of Kizuma Gaming and some others. They are quite good at what they do, and they they all credit. It was also made popular by my buddy Andrej who has produced an impressive number of high quality videos on this mod with gameplay and tutorials like How to Download and How to Add Characters .
Feel free to download Bleach vs Naruto 3.3 Modded for PC and Android if you like what you see. For tips and tricks you can ruin your friends with, read the complete guide to the game. BLEACH VS NARUTO CONTROLS AND COMMANDS Block : Press 'S' to block attacks. Attack : Press 'J', S+J and W+J. Skill : Press 'U', S+you and W+U. Grapple : Press 'J' or 'U' while right next
to your opponent. Jump : Press 'K' once to jump, press 'K' again while in the air to double the jump. Transformation : Press 'J' and 'K' at the same time when the SP meter is full. Not all characters can be transformed. SP Skill : Press 'I', S +I and W+I. Sometimes K+I. Sprint : Press 'L'. Consumes the endurance meter. Quick Recovery : Press 'L' the moment your character hits the
ground after being knocked down by your opponent. Silent steps: Press S+L or W+L. Using both Stamina Meter and SP Meter. Also works as a Combo Cancel. Call for assistance : Press 'O'. Uses the call meter. Combo Breaker : Press 'O' while your character is hit by o o
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